SECTION A – SIGNED STORY [MARK 15]

VIDEO WATCH/QUESTION QUESTION BELOW ANSWER WRITE//

1. PERSON SOME WANT GO SCHOOL WHY? [MARK 1]

2. TIME UNIVERSITY/LECTURER TELL PERSON STORY EDUCATION INVOLVE THING THREE WHICH? [MARK 3]

3. PERSON STORY THINK EDUCATION CATCH TIME ACTIVITY OTHER WHICH? [MARK 2]

4. TIME BOY PRACTICE DANCE FATHER HIS DO WHAT? [MARK 3]

5. BOY DEAF EXPERT SIGN DANCE FINISH TRAVEL COUNTY WHICH? [MARK 4]

6. PERSON STORY LAST YEAR SEE WHAT NEWSPAPER THERE// [MARK 1]

7. PERSON STORY ARGUE WITH FRIEND WHY? [MARK 1]

SECTION B – SIGNED SENTENCES

VIDEO WATCH SENTENCE SENTENCE WRITE SPACE BELOW// [MARK 10]

SECTION C – FINGER SPELLING

VIDEO WATCH/WORD WORD FINGER-SPELL WRITE SPACE BELOW// [MARK 10]